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The measurement of stable isotope compositions with SHRIMP has been of interest since the
initial development of SHRIMP I.  The 1980 Annual Report actually reports measurements of S–

beams at precisions of the order of 0.1 permil!  Unfortunately stable isotope developments have
been sporadic since then.  Research Fellow Stewart Eldridge developed a technique using O2

–

primary ion beam and S+ secondary ions to measure S isotopic ratios to 1 permil in sulfides.
This in effect was the standard operating configuration of SHRIMP I where the positive
secondary ions were used for Pb isotopic analysis in zircons.  Changing the SHRIMP I polarity
was painstaking and required too much effort for routine switching.   The design of SHRIMP II
was intended to make switching polarity a simpler proposition.  In addition, the development of a
multiple collector would eliminate propagation of noise from the primary beam allowing faster,
more-precise analyses to be completed.  Both the development of negative secondary ion
capability (with Cs+ primary beam) and the multiple collector have been variously delayed
because of construction of the SHRIMP RG in particular.  The successful implementation of the
multiple collector for Pb isotopic measurements has refocused our commitment to enabling a
stable isotope capability using negative secondary ions.

In the past year we have carried out initial work on producing high precision stable isotope
ratios.  The multiple collector can operate in two mass regimes, firstly high mass allowing
multiple collection of up to 5 channels on the ion counters, and secondly at low mass with the
triple collector Faraday/ion counters.  Triple collection methodologies were developed on Si
metal, which can be analysed satisfactorily in both positive and negative secondary modes.
During 2003, it was discovered that the focal plane of the SHRIMP II magnet does not conform
to theoretical expectations and that this is likely due to the use of laminated pole pieces designed
to improve switching speed.  This is not an issue on commercial SHRIMPs supplied by ASI.
The pole pieces are to be replaced with the standard solid pole pieces in early 2004.  Another
issue to arise is the availability of suitable commercial electrometers for the multiple collector.
Low-noise electrometers are essential for isotope measurements and are particularly important
for SHRIMP analysis because of the relatively low signals to be measured.  The coming year
will see a development cycle to assess electrometers and the most apposite method for SHRIMP
measurements.

Despite concerns over electrometers, we have been able to carry out measurements combining
one of the electrometers and ion counting for the other two peaks.  The CDEM ion counters have
a predictable behaviour in terms of gain shift and allow isotopic measurements of the order of 1
permil precision.  The combined electrometer (16O–) and ion counters (17O–, 18O–) oxygen isotope
measurements of lunar metal grains reveal an implanted oxygen isotopic composition that is
dissimilar to isotopic ratios measured from other solar system sources.  This will be explored
further with the refinements to the multiple collector to take place soon.



Figure 1: Schematic of SHRIMP II multicollector.
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